Privacy Policy
It is Atlantic’s policy to respect and protect the privacy of visitors to Atlantic’s website. Accordingly, ATLANTIC DOES
NOT extract without permission personal information about its visitors or their computer at any time while on
ATLANTIC’s website. ATLANTIC will, however, analyze information about our visitors as a group to make our website
better, but visitors are not individually identified when we do this.

ATLANTIC will collect personal information such as names, home addresses, e-mail addresses, age, etc., but only
when a visitor voluntarily gives it to us in the process of registering with the ATLANTIC website. This information is
used internally by ATLANTIC to fulfill your requests and for marketing and research purposes. ATLANTIC will NOT
sell, rent or give a visitor's personal information to any third party unless ATLANTIC asks for and receives the visitor's
permission at the time the personal information is collected. ATLANTIC does however, share aggregate information
about the users of ATLANTIC’S website with our advertisers, business partners, sponsors and certain others. As
mentioned above, this aggregate information is used to develop, improve and customize ATLANTIC’S website to
better serve visitors to our website.

COOKIES
ATLANTIC uses "cookie" technology to enhance a visitor's online experience by making it easier to navigate through
our website or to make an activity work better.

Cookies are small pieces of information or files that a website puts on a computer's hard disk for record-keeping
purposes. Cookies allow a computer to "remember" information from our website for future use. The use of cookies is
an industry standard and is practiced by most major websites.

ATLANTIC DOES NOT use cookies to collect or record personally identifiable information about visitors to
www.atlantic-int.com. ATLANTIC uses information collected by cookies to learn about our visitors' preferences, so
that we can make our website better. The information is about our visitors as a whole, not about individuals.

REQUESTS FOR FEEDBACK
www.atlantic-int.com may request feedback from visitors regarding an activity or piece of content on the www.atlanticint.com website. Feedback is used for internal purposes only, and any personally identifiable information that is
accidentally submitted is deleted.

ADVERTISEMENTS AND LINKS
www.atlantic-int.com may include advertisements and/or links to websites operated by third parties that are not
sponsors and are not affiliated with ATLANTIC. ATLANTIC tries to make sure that when there are links off the
ATLANTIC website, they are working and lead visitors to interesting, fun and informative areas. However, it is hard to
guarantee what exactly is presented on other sites or where links elsewhere may lead. ATLANTIC is not responsible
for the content, practices, or information provided or requested on websites operated by third parties. Further,
advertisements on and links to or from www.atlantic-int.com do not constitute sponsorship, endorsement, or approval
by ATLANTIC of the content, policies, practices or products or services offered on these websites. www.atlanticint.com will always mark advertisements as advertisements and will display and notify visitors when they are leaving
www.atlantic-int.com.

Parents/guardians should check each website's privacy policy and terms of use in order to understand their policies
and practices regarding the collection and use of personally identifiable information. ATLANTIC also suggests that
parents/guardians review the privacy policies of all websites that their children visit, including those websites linking
to or from the ATLANTIC websites. Information provided to those websites will be subject to the privacy policy posted
at that website.

SECURITY
The importance of security for all personally identifiable information associated with www.atlantic-int.com visitors is of
utmost concern to us. ATLANTIC exercises great care and implements a variety of technologies to make the
ATLANTIC website as secure as possible against unauthorized access and to protect the information visitors choose
to provide to us. ATLANTIC periodically reviews and updates these measures. Unfortunately, no data transmission
over the Internet can be guaranteed to be one hundred percent (100%) secure. As a result, while ATLANTIC strives
to protect a visitor's personal information, ATLANTIC cannot ensure or warrant the security of any information
transmitted to us or from our online products or services, and a visitor does so at his/her own risk.

REVIEW AND DELETION OF PERSONAL INFORMATION
You may review and delete your personally identifiable information contained in ATLANTIC’S records at any time. If
you would like to review or delete this information, please contact us at:

ATLANTIC INTERMEDIARIES
2040 S. Church Street Suite 120 Burlington, NC 27215
P: 336 226 3046
Hours: Mon-Fri 8:30am-5:30pm EST

QUESTIONS, SUGGESTIONS & COMMENTS
Please contact us at www.atlantic-int.com or write to us at: Business & Legal Affairs, ATLANTIC INTERMEDIARIES
2040 S Church Street Suite 120 Burlington, NC 27215 with any questions regarding ATLANTIC’S privacy policy.

